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ABOUT VIGIL 24X7
At Vigil 24x7 we pride ourselves on our integrity, reliability and dedication. We
are committed to delivering service excellence, a philosophy that runs through our
organization from our Company Chairman to all of our security officers.
Our Mission is to protect life and property for a customer base that encompasses
many varied business activities. Our innovative approach to client care is designed
to ensure maximum flexibility for the services that we offer, enabling all at Vigil
Security to work closely in partnership with our valued clients to exceed their
expectations.
Quality is of great importance to us and is delivered through a team of highly
trained and committed personnel. Our staff will work as part of your team to
ensure a secure and friendly environment.
Recruitment, selection and vetting policies are of the highest standard, to ensure
the security of your staff, property and premises as well as high standards of
behavior and performance.
Being a professionally managed company, we strictly abide by all the government
regulations such as enrollment with the employee's state insurance, employee's
provident fund, labor commission, service tax regulations, minimum basic salary
and permanent A/C number. All the security personals are recruited after thorough
police verification, safeguarding the interest of our clients. Our professional
expertise provides total security solution with accurate assessment of all the risk
and threat taken into account.
Our Mission
To protect people’s wellbeing and assets through the delivery of professional,
integrated protective and advisory services, providing security and safety without
compromise.
Our Vision
To be the recognized premier provider of security solutions in Delhi NCR, aiding
NCR in her efforts to be the regional events hub.
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SERVICES
Uniformed Security Guards
In this world which is becoming very unpredictable day by day & where the basic
fabric of our society is very rapidly changing, the reason being the influx of
strangers into our societies, which is raising alarm bells amongst the various
government agencies. Though at macro level it’s the responsibility of Government
agencies to provide security to all its citizens but at micro level it has to be
individually dealt with. Thus the need to have private security system was never as
important before as it is now days thus in today’s world having a private security
guard is a necessity rather than a status symbol.
We at vigil 24X7 are from last so many years providing trained, reliable,
trustworthy, committed, & well experienced security personnel to various
corporate, industrial establishments, educational institutions & housing societies.
We being amongst the top notch & professionally managed security service
provider in NCR is capable of providing you with all your security-related needs.
So don’t wait, hand yourself into the safe & experienced hands of vigil 24X7.
SUPERVISION
Supervision is the key to effectively implement and ensures the success of any
security system. For this we employ a three-tier system comprising of strong
operational teams of dedicated managers, inspectors and patrol supervisors who
are on constant checks on our assignments and security personal, on the site itself.
A round the clock control room further monitors this integrated approach.

TRAINING
We at Vigil 24x7 provide our new recruits a very comprehensive training in various
spheres of security related matters. The three basic training courses are imparted in
the following areas.
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(1) Basic grooming:
(a)

Personal hygiene.

(b)

Proper wearing of complete uniform.

(c) Mannerism in dealing with clients, guest and visitors.
(2) Technical Training:
(a) Main gate controls, Access controls, Maintaining documents & registers.
(b) Controls of man and material flow and preventing pilferage.
(c) Modus-Operandi of petty thieves and organized gangs.
(d) Fire prevention system and drills.
(3) Advance Training:
In this course guards are hereby trained in usage of electronic equipment, CCTV
Cameras and monitoring system, Walky-talky, detection of Fire arms & other
explosives material, frisk checking & other surveillance gadgets. In this course
guards are also trained to liaisons with police department, fire department &
hospital emergencies.
On completion of this fifteen days training program guards are given certificates of
successful completion of training program conducted by Vigil 24x7 Guarding
Services Pvt. Ltd. All this training is done under the expert supervision & guidance of
Retd. Capt. H. Singh by Ex servicemen from Indian Armed Forces.

ADVANTAGES
Our experts study and analyze the exact security needs of our clients and develop a
comprehensive security package for them to provide full proof security systems. We also
design a security training module for our customers, from time to time.
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Event Security & Crowd Management Services

Overview
We specialize in event security management, covering some of the largest venues and
events in India, including major conferences and national exhibitions. With number of
branch offices across metro cities, we can provide a local service on a national basis.
Services
At every stage of your event, Vigil Event Security Management Services can provide
support, including site layout, risk assessment, event setup, stand construction, traffic
management, door security, bag searches, incident and conflict handling & VIP
protection.
Team
Vigil Event Security Management Services have professionally trained security officers
in all forms of security and are experienced in working at many exhibition centers across
India, for consumer events that expect a particularly large visitor attendance, a QRF
team (quick reaction force) is a sensible addition. This team is run by a manager or
senior supervisors who all are trained in conflict management, so that in the event of any
possible unlawful incidents occurring, they have the training and experience to deal with
them.
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Executive Protection

We identify, assess and control and mitigate risks for high net worth individuals and undertake
contingency planning to mitigate worst case scenarios by creating the time saving strategies
and logistics right from the Arrival at the airport -Hotel –Meetings -Seminars -local sightseeing
–shopping etc.
The most important role we play is at the time of natural or manmade Disaster and we work
on Evacuation procedures in an eventuality of the occurrence of a contingency.. During the
clients stay at the location we make them feel safe and secure with our meticulous planning
and execution of the entire itinerary.
Once you have an agenda or itinerary we execute the same in terms of planned logistics operations keeping in mind your safety and security while you’re working. We take over your
headache and pressure so that you can save your valuable time and focus on more important
things.
We use well-trained and specialized security personnel to partner with you. They are
generally between 30 to 45 years of age; typically a mix of youth and experience who are
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qualified to monitor, analyze and initiate response. Back-end operations normally involve
intelligence gathering, handling of electronic & technical equipment, crowd control, media
response, coordination with government agencies, local law enforcement agencies, fire
stations and medical personnel.
Our expertly-trained team of security personnel is professional and highly reliable.
Agents are dedicated to their work, and have been carefully handpicked through an
extremely thorough recruiting and interviewing process.
.

